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Important Terminology

■ MODBUS – a serial communication protocol released in 1979; used to transfer 

information between devices by using serial lines

■ Telnet – a network protocol that is used to allow users to log on to a computer from a 

different computer, if those computers are on the same network

■ SCADA – Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition; An architecture that uses 

computers, data communications, and GUIs for high-level process supervisory 

management.

■ ICS – Industrial Control Systems

■ Snort – an open source intrusion prevention system capable of real-time traffic analysis 

and packet logging.

■ PCap (Packet Capture) – consists of an application programming interface (API) for 

capturing network traffic. Unix-like systems implement PCap in the libpcap library; 

Windows uses a port of libpcap known as WinPcap.

■ Port Mirroring – A network traffic monitoring method that involves a switch sending 

copies of all network packets seen on one port to another port, where said packet can 

be analyzed



Purpose/Background

■ “An Introduction to Applying Network Intrusion Detection for Industrial Control 

Systems”

■ A primer on intrusion detection

■ Methods commonly used by hackers to get through networks

■ How to tell if a network’s security has been compromised

■ How to properly segment networks and deploy an intrusion detection system (IDS)

■ Mitigate advanced persistent threats (APTs)



Snort Primer

■ Okay we will be next talking about the background talk on how Snort works and 

show a demonstration of it working.

■ Ariful will do the demonstration and background talk.

■ Pay attention this could actually be useful in the future.



History of Snort

■ “Originally released in 1998 by Sourcefire founder and CTO Martin Roesch, Snort 

is a free, open source network intrusion detection and prevention system capable 

of performing real-time traffic analysis and packet logging on IP networks. 

■ Initially called a “lightweight” intrusion detection technology, Snort has evolved into 

a mature, feature-rich IPS technology that has become the de facto standard in 

intrusion detection and prevention.

■ With over 4 million downloads and nearly 400,000 registered users, it is the most 

widely deployed intrusion prevention technology in the world. “



Primer on Snort

How Snort works



Continued..



Libpcap



Libpcap Continued



Sample sniffing Code



Continued



Snort Rules

■ The Snort program checks for various traffic patterns by using rules. This is done 

by the libpcre library, for reading config files and regex.



Demo time

■ My laptop doesn’t have mirroring so this going to be interesting.



Paper Snort Rules

Filter rules from external net to anything internal with port 23 being access

Check for buffler overflow in the Modbus protocol



Paper Detection Results

Detecting telnet session ore request from the rule

Detecting Modbus



The Paper

■ In 2014, cyberattack on German steel mill caused physical damage to ICSs

– “Spear Phishing” emails were used to gain access, then production network was 

accessed, and finally, hackers could control plant components

■ The attack was considered an APT (Advanced Persistent Threat)

– Social engineering, followed by malware on target computer, followed by attack

■ According to 2015 report, only 32% of electronics have proper segmentation, 

monitoring, and redundancies for prevention of such attacks; 48% do not

■ Multilayer security puts different security controls at each layer

– Critical assets are only on the most secure layer

– In the event of such an attack, all layers would have to be compromised



Advanced Persistent Threats (APTs)

■ 1) Social engineering (i.e. “Spear Phishing”)

– Used to obtain compromising information about the 

company

■ 2) Malware/shell code installed onto target machine

– Code sends information to attacker and awaits further 

instructions

■ 3) Objective-specific malware installed onto target machine

■ 4) Wait

– “Sleep” commands are run between “Run” commands to 

avoid detection, for example

■ 5) Attack executed



■ Level 1: Access Layer

– Manages access security

■ Level 2: Data Aggregation Layer

– Has data concentration, switches, controls

– Port security, MAC filtering, VLANs, traffic

policing occur here

■ Level 3: Intelligent Electronic Device (IED) Layer

– Critical assets are located here

– Individual devices are configured by operators and time-critical data is 

received here and forwarded to other devices



The Paper (continued)

■ Placement of Intrusion Detection 

System (IDS) is critical to making sure 

system sees data for evaluation

■ Commonly, IDS is deployed in the 

firewall at the perimeter of the network

■ Port mirroring is used at network 

switch port to where sensor is located; 

allows for passive listening







Conclusion

■ Things to take away:

– How Snort works (how to create alerts and trigger them)

– Efficiency of the system (how well the network detects the correct threats)

– How to deploy a network (network topology to use internal vs external)

■ This system lets us detect internal network events that are possibly malicious or 

threatening

– For example; if a device is infected and trying to buffer overflow a machine via 

the Modbus protocol, we can detect which machine is sensing these out and 

shut it down

■ Industrial systems are very very easy to slow down to a crawl, because their serial 

connection becomes saturated quickly
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